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ABSTRACT

When we enter a room with a bed and dresser, we imagine that someone goes there to
sleep. When we enter a larger room, with rows of uniform desks facing a whiteboard or
lectern, we understand that people go there to learn. In most cases, the intention for the space
and how we are to conduct ourselves in it is determined before the furniture is selected. When
we are not privy to those intentions, the furniture itself can offer clues that help us understand
what we are to do. As a contemplative device, I apply this framework to the world at large,
the collective space for our singular chance at life. It is much more difficult to find
compelling signs and signifiers at this expanded level. With the pettiness and polarity of
today’s political discourse and the sheer overflow of information that is often superfluous or
conflicting, I struggle to find confident footing in creative expression. My thesis sculptures do
not aim to clarify the purpose of life or the intentions of the universe. Instead, they stem from
the viewpoint that uncertainty is a collective condition, and that however much we
romanticize finding meaning for ourselves, in the social world, it must be negotiated. They
serve as simple contemplation points to consider complex questions about how we might
build meaning among each other. Entitled Negotiating Balance, my thesis exhibition invites
viewers to imagine the obstacles, challenges, and rewards to working together.
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INTRODUCTION

When we enter a room with a bed and dresser, we imagine that someone goes there to
sleep. When we enter a larger room, with rows of uniform desks facing a whiteboard or
lectern, we understand that people go there to learn. In most cases, the intention for the space
and how we are to conduct ourselves in it is determined before the furniture is selected. When
we are not privy to those intentions, the furniture itself can offer clues that help us understand
what we are to do. As a contemplative device, I apply this framework to the world at large,
the collective space for our singular chance at life. It is much more difficult to find
compelling signs and signifiers at this expanded level. My thesis sculptures do not aim to
clarify the purpose of life or the intentions of the universe. Instead, they stem from the
viewpoint that uncertainty is a collective condition, and that however much we romanticize
finding meaning for ourselves, in the social world, it must be negotiated. They serve as
simple contemplation points to consider complex questions about how we might build
meaning among each other. Entitled Negotiating Balance, my thesis exhibition invites
viewers to imagine the obstacles, challenges, and rewards of working together.

FORMATIVE WORK

Before turning my attention to the more social search for meaning described above,
my formative work focused on my personal feelings about the world I was responding to. I
began by examining our valuation of mundane objects. For my first exhibition, Elevating the
Object (Figure 1a, b), I took objects such as drywall screws, packing peanuts, and clothes
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pins as my subjects for work. Utilizing my background in painting, I first created a series of
painted portraits of these objects. I kept the scale one-to-one to avoid aggrandizing them. The
wood panels for these object portraits were uniformly sized and painted gray to avoid
introducing unwanted narrative suggestion. I then built a series of intimate, glassless shadow
frames to encase the objects themselves. I wanted to look at how these two presentation
methods, typically reserved for important people, historical artifacts, or personal keepsakes,
could change our regard for these “worthless” items. Just how flexible is our perception of
value? I made drawstring gift bags by sewing Tyvek, a common construction material, and
filled them with more of the same objects. The white of the sacks achieved a sleek boutique
aesthetic against the white gallery walls from which they were hung. Even knowing the
contents of each sack for myself, I found it tempting to project estimations of value based on
their relative airiness or bulkiness and the strain they placed on the twine. I received a lot of
encouraging feedback for Elevating the Object, but by the end of the project, I was eager to
move on to work that better satisfied my desire to fabricate. I found that satisfaction in the
wood studio when I built my first wood cart.
Although I was changing medium, two themes from Elevating the Object were
significant in the development of my wood cart series. First was the banal status of the
subject, the utility cart. Not only are they objects that might ordinarily escape our notice, their
form and construction tend to be simple, subservient as they are to the simple task they
perform. A second theme was one that I discovered after reflecting on Elevating the Object.
When I removed the drywall screw from the supply drawer and placed it into a picture frame,
I divorced it of its function. Something about adding value to a thing by subtracting its utility
resonated mischievously well with the absurdity I was feeling at the time. Each cart contained
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three tiers connected by four posts and was set on casters, but arbitrary angles, awkwardly
curved legs, and laughably impractical proportions combined to increase the value
discrepancy between the artistic object and the functional object.
I embraced the humor of the wood cart series. When I showcased them in a student
gallery, I titled the exhibition Futility is Utile, (Figures 2a, b) a play on words suggesting that
there was something useful, after all, to be found in the uselessness. I find some affinity with
the artist Gabriel Orozco, whose work Horses Running Endlessly (Figure 3) also displayed a
humorously contemplative outlook on the human condition. The work features an oversized
chessboard occupied only by knights. “There is no winner, there’s no reason, there’s just
moving space” (Orozco 595). I am struck by what a perfect choice the knight is for the work.
Of all the chess pieces, the knight has the strangest rules to follow for its movement. Even
when there is clearly no objective to Orozco’s game board, it is impossible to imagine the
pieces moving in any other way than their prescribed L-shaped paths. I associate this dutiful
following of senseless functions with The Trial, Franz Kafka’s novel, in which the hapless
Josef K finds himself in an endless bureaucratic maze, bounced from one functionary office
to another, over a crime nobody seems willing to or capable of articulating. I find a similarly
futile note in a line from the poet Gregory Corso. “Nothing sits on nothing in a nothing of
many nothings a nothing king” (209). Corso’s poem directly inspired my subsequent project,
Thrones to the Nothing King.
Thrones to the Nothing King (Figure 4) was a seminal work for me. Larger in scale
and more technically ambitious than my utility carts, the success of the sculptures convinced
me to pursue woodworking more seriously and helped me acquire a scholarship for a
furniture-building workshop at Penland the following summer. The abstract premise of a
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“nothing king” allowed me to take further liberties with the form than I had with my carts.
For example, if nothing would sit on the thrones, I could take away the seats. Further, I could
stretch out the height, enhancing their regality while adding to their impossibility. Thrones to
the Nothing King were so important to me that I attempted to repurpose them through video
and collaboration the following semester in my exhibition It Takes Two. Before that
happened, however, I underwent an intense period of technical and theoretical growth.
The technical growth involved both traditional woodworking and computer
technology. The seeds of my interest in joining the two were already planted. For one, the
College of Visual and Performing arts acquired a CNC router. I was eager to jumpstart my
technological education in order to use it. In the spring of 2018, Professor Anne Fiala offered
a two-hour demonstration on the 3D modeling software program Rhino, and it was enough to
get me started experimenting even before I enrolled in Computer-Aided Craft and
Manufacturing with Professor Claudia O’Steen. During the summer that passed between the
demo and my technologies class came the Penland workshop. When the instructor, Wyatt
Severs, showed us a technique of stacking wood blocks into polygons and hand routing them
into circles using a template, I had an inspiration. The circle templates Severs used were cut
by hand on a lathe, but I realized that I could cut my own mathematically perfect templates at
Winthrop using the CNC router. This was precisely the technique I would eventually use for
two of my three thesis sculptures two years later.
Rhinoceros was not the only program we learned in Computer-Aided Craft and
Manufacturing. Suddenly, I had photo, sound, and video editing capabilities, and even got a
taste of computer program coding. I also learned that different media opened up different
access points to personal content that I was accustomed to. Even as I focused on personal
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indecision in my work, I avoided addressing autobiography because it seemed irrelevant.
Somehow, sound and video changed that. While I lacked the words to name it, I was
beginning to suspect that my indecision was rooted in the same fear of accountability that
characterized my personal relationships and other aspects of my life. One compelling
example was my personal history with dance. Specifically, no matter how well I danced, I
was never comfortable leading a partner. I spent hundreds of hours over a three-year span
learning to salsa dance in Chile. At my peak I was attending three different academies a week
and was a member of two performing teams, but I never overcame my awkwardness.
Dance is the central theme of It Takes Two (Figure 5). It features video of a dancer
interacting with my throne sculptures, footage of one of my dance performances, nostalgic
Chilean folk music that spoke to my desire to belong to the culture of my father while in
Chile, CNC cut circles to house the projections, and the first iteration of I Shine, You Shine
(Invertible Shoeshine Chair). This prototype chair is balanced on its fulcrum, a dual symbol
of both the suspension of decision and my desire for partnership. An investigative photo from
my collaboration with the dancer (Figure 6) shows that themes of shared burdens and
cooperation are already starting to appear in my creative thinking. In order to discuss how
these themes matured in my thesis work, it is helpful to outline some of the research and
conceptual thinking around the recurring elements of the sculptures: the expanded role of
furniture, the fulcrum, the importance of two seats, and the call to contemplation.
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COMMON SYMBOLS

THE EXPANDED ROLE OF FURNITURE

In my formative work, furniture fit into my scope by virtue of being functional
objects that lend themselves readily to wood fabrication. I looked into a number of artists
who used furniture in their work, but one article from a 2006 publication by the Furniture
Society stood out and proved to be a tremendous help in articulating the field in which I
wanted to work. Written by a RISD professor named Jean Blackburn, the title of the article,
“Furniture as Prop in the Social Theater of Life,” immediately sparked my intrigue.
Blackburn’s article describes the work of six artists, herself included. It features such
artworld heavyweights as Doris Salcedo and Rachel Whiteread, who powerfully demonstrate
that the familiar objects and spaces we take for granted can be altered to speak volumes about
issues of absence, memory, loss, politics, and pain. Also featured was Andrea Zittel, whose
work both postulates and embodies a kind of radical antidote to the more Kafkaesque
worldview portrayed by Orozco’s Horses Running Endlessly. One artist in particular, artist
and architect Allan Wexler, became immensely important to me for reasons I will return to
when I talk about the call for collective resolution. For now, I want to begin with the title
term of Blackburn’s article, the “social theater of life.”
Social theater, as a field of practice and study, refers to the strategic application of
theater practices to a target community, guided by the principles of social work. Generalized
descriptions of social theater tend to emphasize that the events are hosted at sites within the
target community itself. Taking issue with those who would describe such sites as “non-
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theatre” venues, James Thompson and Richard Schechner wrote the following in a 2004
article for The Drama Review:
From the performance studies perspective, ‘non-theatre’ venues are in fact sites of
multiple performances. Prisons, refugee camps, hospitals, etc., are not empty of
theatre nor do they only experience the theatrical when a social theatre project is
staged (13).
I find it interesting to compare this statement, expanding our notion of theater, to John
Berger’s expansion of our notion of the prison:
The prison is now as large as the planet and its allotted zones can vary and can be
termed worksite, refugee camp, shopping mall, periphery, ghetto, office block,
favela, suburb. What is essential is that those incarcerated in these zones are fellow
prisoners (246).
Like Thompson and Schechter, Blackburn’s “social theater of life” suggests a resizing of our
understanding of the theater for which the sculptures she discusses might be considered
props. When I take the framework of furniture as signifiers for conduct within a space, and
expand that space to something like Berger’s prison or Orozco’s chessboard, the question of
where to begin becomes an intriguing puzzle. Luckily, I already had my starting point in the
fulcrum of my sculptures.
THE FULCRUM

For the mass prison population, the aim is not to activate them, but to keep them in a
state of passive uncertainty, to remind them remorselessly that there is nothing in life
but risk, and that the earth is an unsafe place (Berger, 251).
7

In It Takes Two, the suspended fulcrum was a symbol for uncertainty. In my statement for the
installation, I wrote:
…it celebrates the temporary condition between the moment a decision is demanded
and when it is made. Heightened and prolonged by uncertainty, this is the condition
in which the assumptions, attitudes, and external factors that seem to haunt us are
actually at their most powerless. They can only await the verdict of the decider.
How might one shift from the “passive uncertainty” described by Berger to a more active or
positive position? My thinking was influenced by Brian Massumi, who in an interview by
Mary Zournazi, discussed the need to distinguish hope from optimism. Their conversation
concluded that optimism misplaces hope in the future, leading to problematic utopian
thinking. Instead, it is better to place hope in the present, even when there is no clear way
forward. “This uncertainty can actually be empowering – once you realize that it gives you a
margin of maneuverability and you focus on that rather than projecting success or failure”
(Massumi, 2). A fulcrum is a pivot point. It is a ground zero, and while it is often seen as a
leveraging point between opposing forces, or in the case of my sculptures, two chairs, it is
also the point of their union. The next challenge was to figure out why two, and why chairs.

TWO CHAIRS

Simply put, two is the minimal number for the social. It is the number at which we
first gain agency. When a second person enters the scene, the world is no longer contained
within our own consciousness. Two, therefore, is the number by which we begin to escape
our dreamlike entrapment in the world. No matter how bleak the stage is set in “Meanwhile,”
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Berger’s message is not pessimistic. Instead, Berger’s emphasis is on “fellow prisoners.” Like
Massumi, Berger does not place hope in a utopian future. He places it in the present, where
we recognize each other as heirs to the same plight, and through that mutual acknowledgment
we begin a new solidarity in which we might find room for a spirit of resistance. It is an
agreement that, no matter how strictly our movements have already been prescribed for us,
we are not Orozco’s Horses Running Endlessly. We come together at the fulcrum, within the
margins of our own maneuverability.
The fact that I consider myself a furniture-based artist while focusing exclusively on
chairs might seem odd, but it is worth bearing in mind that I view my thesis work as a
beginning, rather than an end to this investigation. Chairs are a natural starting point for this
work for two essential reasons. First, they engage the body, and second, they allow us to face
the world, and each other, attentively. Chairs also have a unique presence in our language, for
example, when we think of seats of power, such as Thrones to the Nothing King. They also
figure into our speech about negotiation, with ‘seat at the table’ signifying one’s acceptance
into a conversation that excludes others who do not qualify. Especially when placed in
relation to a fulcrum, chairs also press us to consider differences in burden or body weight,
both literal and metaphorical. These nuances will be discussed further in relation to the
specific sculptures in Negotiating Balance, my thesis exhibition. Before then, it is important
to spend some time dissecting the fourth central concern of my work, what I want for my
viewers when they engage my work.
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THE CALL TO CONTEMPLATION

With the inherent physicality of my sculptures and the tasks they require, it may seem
odd that I ask the viewer to contemplate rather than engage. I am able to accept this
inconsistency because physically engaging the sculptures will not solve any of the conditions
they address. I am not only seeking fellow actors, I am seeking fellow contemplators. The
challenge is to set up conditions for the viewers to imagine for themselves, to realize in their
own ways that they cannot meaningfully accomplish the tasks of sitting and balancing alone,
and to internalize an acknowledgement that meaningful engagement is complex, no matter
how simple the systems I have set up appear. It is, of course, possible to sit on one end of a
seesaw. Doing so goes nowhere and risks nothing. When I talk about meaningful
engagement, the social risk is part of that meaning.
One artist whose works also hover between physical and contemplative cooperation
is Allan Wexler, whom I discovered through Jean Blackburn’s article. In his sculptures and
installations, I find a strong affinity. We both use absurdity to jostle the viewer into deeper
consideration of the nuances and potentials at play. In the nineties, he created Vinyl Milford
House (Figures 7a, b), converting a mass-produced steel shed into an all-in-one living space.
Since not all of the furniture of kitchen, dining room, bedroom, and bathroom can fit
simultaneously in the tiny structure, Wexler made holes in the walls to match the silhouettes
of each furniture item, extending the exterior walls to encase them outside of the rectangular
floors space. For each function performed in the house, the furniture of one function would
need to be pushed into its slot, while the furniture corresponding to the present task was
pulled back into the room. For Wexler, sculptures that pace and constrain the movements of
10

the imagined user serve to ritualize the mundane tasks to be performed. According to
Blackburn, this ritualizing, or thoughtful and repeated carrying out of routine functions,
serves to emphasize the expanded notion of theater discussed earlier (Blackburn, 88). In its
relevance to my own work, it is key to point out that the viewer engages with the work by
imagining and reflecting on the tasks to be performed there. It is not necessary to witness
demonstration or performance. Indeed, many of Wexler’s sculptures exist in miniature,
prototype states in which such performances would not be possible. The call to contemplate
does not equal a call to participate.
On the other hand, some of Wexler’s works do beg to be performed at least once. For
example, in Coffee Seeks its Own Level (Figure 8), vinyl tubes connect to single holes in each
of the four coffee cups set over a white table cloth. When a single cup is lifted, its coffee level
lowers and the level of each of the other three rises. Spills are inevitable as people make the
concerted effort to raise and lower their cups at the same time. Wexler says about the piece,
“This is my American version of the Japanese tea ceremony” (Simone, 230). In the case of
this specific work, the stains on the table cloth and even the photograph of the participants aid
in the communication of the concept. Without the photograph and the stained table cloth,
appreciation for the work would hinge on the viewer’s understanding of the physics
referenced in the title. By design and demonstration, the work gains both accessibility and
thoughtfulness. It is easy to imagine that there was humor and good spirit shared between the
photographed participants, and the metaphorical significance of cooperating during the
drinking of coffee continues in the mind of the viewer.
When I speak of a call to contemplation, there is one final common element to my
sculptures that bears addressing, the apparent labor. My wood works are never painted over.
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The wood color is not altered beyond the subtle value and sheen effects of their wax finish.
The joints, chips, fillings, and other imperfections are all left visible. This apparent labor and
generous craft becomes the currency of my negotiation. On an intuitive level, the viewer
senses a debt, as if to ask, “To what do I owe this gesture?” Their debt is paid in
contemplation.
While expanded role of furniture, the fulcrum, two chairs, and the call to
contemplation are worth examining as common or general elements or the work, the way they
operate within the sculptures themselves is unique from piece to piece. Before proceeding to
the decisions that bring the exhibition to its final coherence, it is useful to discuss the
sculptures one by one, beginning with I Shine, You Shine (Invertible Shoeshine Chair).

THESIS SCULPTURES

I SHINE, YOU SHINE (INVERTIBLE SHOESHINE CHAIR) (Figure 14)

I Shine, You Shine (Invertible Shoeshine Chair) was the second iteration of my
centerpiece for It Takes Two. It was constructed using a stack lamination technique that
allows for solid, angular wood pieces to be shaped into curves. I first used the technique at
Penland School of Crafts for a piece called Time Shelf (Figure 10). While the circular
templates used to shape Time Shelf were carved on a traditional lathe, I realized that I could
use the CNC router at Winthrop University to create much more elaborate templates. I Shine,
You Shine was the result of this combination of new and old techniques.
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I knew from my conversations with Severs that he had likely learned his brick-laying
lamination technique from his mentor, Douglas Sigler. Sigler was a frequent instructor in
Penland’s wood studio for several decades. Interestingly, Sigler got the technique from one of
his own mentors, the famous American furniture artist Wendell Castle, who suggested it to
him after looking at one of his sketches for a chair. Grateful to his mentor, Sigler kept the
chair, saying, “It sits proudly in my home, a reminder of his influence” (Stender, 92). I
mention this story because the technique has also taken a special place in my own work.
While I am excited to have found a way to incorporate CNC technology into the process, the
legacy of learning, passed from generations of mentor to student, resonates strongly with my
concern for how we engage each other meaningfully.
CNC technology is not my only point of difference from these influences. Unlike the
fine woods used by Severs, Sigler, and Castle, I employ the technique using large chunks of
construction grade two-by-four white pine stud. True to the democratizing spirit of Elevating
the Object, I find satisfaction in the laborious rendering of materials regarded by others to be
beneath the effort. While initially affordability was the deciding factor, I believe that finer
woods, in their perceived preciousness and permanence, would have been detrimental to the
overall accessibility of the work and its message.
I Shine, You Shine’s basic proposal is that the server and the served might, through
the symbolic pivot of the chair from one orientation to the other, voluntarily exchange roles.
The tension of the sculpture resides beyond the proposed harmony. When we consider the
uncomfortable class and racial history evoked by shoeshine chairs in the United States, it
becomes unlikely that such an exchange will ever take place willingly. This looming conflict
is seldom brought up when I speak with other visual artists about I Shine, You Shine, despite
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their recognition of the associations mentioned. When I presented the sculpture to creative
writing students from the English department, whose sensibilities are sharpened to narratives
revolving around conflict, the tension was perceived immediately. I find this capacity for my
sculptures to speak to different sensitivities fascinating and compelling, and I am continuing
to work with creative writers to see how the tension can be explored through writing.

THE BURDENS OF BALANCE (Figure 9)
My work is about negotiating, but it is also about balancing. The Burdens of Balance
is a sixteen-foot-long seesaw, built using the same lamination techniques as I Shine, You
Shine. Due to its size, the templates cut from the CNC router had to be segmented, and the
challenges of cutting, fitting, and aligning the over seven-hundred pieces of wood were
significant. While I have already discussed the principle of exposed material labor, it is worth
noting that it is particularly important to this piece. While the seesaw is universally associated
with childhood playgrounds and cooperative play, I want my viewers to recognize, even on
an unconscious level, that I would not be committing this much labor if there were not
something important I was asking them to consider. Part of the challenge of balancing is
confronting the reality of unequal burdens.
The Burdens of Balance does not operate as easily as a normal seesaw. The
exaggerated scale of the fulcrum, four feet in diameter, locates the true pivot point at the
ground beneath the wheel, rather than the midpoint between the two seats. To lift one sitter, a
strongly disproportionate weight must be applied to the raised side to initiate the rolling shift.
Further, if the viewer imagines sitting in the seats of the sculpture, they may realize that their
feet will not touch the ground in a way that would make it feasible to two sitters to simply
14

propel each other up and down using their legs. The actual execution of balance either
requires counterweights or more people than the two sitters, if not both. These complications
are intentional. The simple, symmetrical appearance and familiarity of the form bely the
complex negotiations required to use them. While I do not expect viewers to correctly
anticipate the physics of the work, I do expect them to consider the challenge of using it with
someone who weighs much less or much more than them.
To be clear, body weight is not merely a metaphor, particularly to those whose lives
have been deeply affected by their own bodies not conforming to societal expectations and
constructed norms. In her essay “Access to the Sky: Airplane Seats and Fat Bodies as
Contested Spaces,” Joyce Huff describes the world of standard seat and clothing sizes as one
in which the fat body is expected to be “capable of adapting itself to spaces constructed to
meet the needs of corporations rather than those of individuals” (20). While the content of
The Burdens of Balance is anchored in the metaphorical disproportion of burdens, Huff’s
criticism applies aptly to the worldview my work responds to. Whether we see it as Orozco’s
chessboard, Berger’s prison, or Kafka’s bureaucratic web, the world we must collectively
work to elevate ourselves from is the one that strips us of our individuality, denies our
individual concerns, and relegates us to a thoroughly dehumanized system.

SHOULDERING OPPOSITION (Figure 15)

Shouldering Opposition was my first entirely CNC cut stack lamination sculpture. I
designed the form in Rhinoceros, using a variety of methods to develop a network of crosscontour curves that would change their relative concavity or convexity depending on their
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location along the primary axis. This allowed me to compose a form that was much more
complex than my other sculptures in terms of its organic geometry. For example, the cross
curves are at their most concave where the seat meets the back, but by midway up the back,
they nearly flatten, allowing a subtle support for the arch of the lower spine. This flatter
passage of the seat back had the added advantage of allowing me a dowelling path. By
designing the dowel holes into the slices of the form, I could ensure that most of the fortyfour pieces could be aligned and glued together without guessing. The resulting construction
(Figure 11) was then sanded until smooth. This smoothness of the sculpture, coupled with its
low proximity to the ground, give it an aspect of desirability and low-risk approachability,
even though its mechanics require blind oppositional cooperation.
The key feature of Shouldering Opposition is the diagonal swoop connecting the
fronts of each seat from underneath to form an unstable base. The chair can be balanced
upright without a sitter, but only precariously. Similarly, a person can sit alone on the chair
for a time, but it requires effort, and the anticipation for two sitters renders the solitary act
less fulfilling. The most stable and fulfilling way to engage the sculpture is by having two
sitters. The sitters do not have the advantage of facing each other, just as we do not have the
advantage of agreeing with everyone who shares our space. An unspoken social contract is
expected, that neither sitter will intentionally cause the other to fall. With their bodies, they
both rock slightly, finding balance in respectful opposition to each other.
In its own way, Shouldering Opposition calls back to Elevating the Object, only now,
the effect is reversed. While the packing peanut, the clothes pin, and the drywall screw all
seemed to gain value when I removed them from their functional contexts and displayed them
as art, Shouldering Objection loses its power when it loses its function. Unable to sustain
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itself securely without a sitter, it collapses into formal sculpture, something to admire for its
curves but ultimately walk around. This feature of a social object devaluing itself by
becoming formal art is one that, unfortunately, is not readily perceivable to the viewer who
encounters the sculpture displayed in a fixed position. Issues such as this are discussed in
relation to the thesis exhibition itself.
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NEGOTIATING BALANCE, MFA THESIS EXHIBITION
(Figures 12-19)

Before installing Negotiating Balance, I made the crucial decision to exclude
demonstrative photo and video of the sculptures in action and other investigative materials I
had collected. In addition to the visual competition these elements would have introduced to
the exhibition space, I realized that they would have diminished the intended message of
solidarity in uncertainty. Including supplemental media would imply that the sculptures need
supplementing and that my end of the bargain is insufficient. By extension, it would imply
that the viewer’s contemplative engagement with the sculpture was likely missing something
that needed to be demonstrated. Both currencies of the exchange, labor and thought, would be
devalued. Further, the supplemental media itself would serve as numerous escape routes
away from the delicate moment of suspense and uncertainty that was so critical to the work.
Establishing and sustaining that moment became the compass for the decisions that followed.
To preserve the kinetic potential of the sculptures, I placed them far enough from the
walls so that their implied range of motion remained unobstructed. Moving them away from
the wall meant moving them closer together, which allows for a sense of unity between them
while also allowing me to be very selective about how much light is allowed to reach the
walls of the gallery. The only cast shadow on the wall belongs to The Burdens of Balance.
While the diagonal of the sculpture itself leads the eye toward Shouldering Opposition, the
diagonal of its cast shadow leads toward I Shine, You Shine. This creates a triangular unity
between the three sculptures that buffers them from the sparsity of the exhibition. (Figures
12, 13) A final touch on the show’s lighting comes from a clamp light placed over the raised
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end of The Burdens of Balance (Figure 16). Hidden above a translucent ceiling panel and
further blocked from view by the architecture of the space, this light marks the only break
from an otherwise contained system. All other light sources in the gallery are plainly visible,
but this light, literally emitting from an elevated source, suggests there is something worth
attaining through the effort of elevating each other.
In addition to bringing unity and authority to the sculptures, the dramatic lighting of
Negotiating Balance helps set the tone for mystery and suspense. This tone is strongly
supported by a four-minute sound loop composed by Professor Ronald Parks of the music
department. His sound contribution subtly mixes playground noises with synthetic droning
undercurrents pierced by fleeting and barely recognizable instrumentals. The sculptures
themselves, with their generous craft, form, sensuality, and familiarity, offer several points of
access to the viewer. The element of sound combines with the dramatic lighting to prevent
the viewer from escaping the mysterious moment for long. While they still may pause to
appreciate various details and qualities of the work, and they still may imagine more
whimsical or playful ways of activating them, the sound insists that they return to
questioning.
Negotiating Balance is an invitation to viewers to share in my uncertainties about the
world and what it takes to proceed thoughtfully within it. It captures a moment we can all
share, in which uncertainty and mystery reveal themselves to be the fertile conditions needed
to confront our anxiety of not knowing. In acknowledging that we cannot face the mystery
alone, we can realize that we are not alone at all. We are all travelers in the dark, and
wherever we stop to find the fulcrums that unite us, we may also find opportunities to elevate
each other to the light.
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